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““The earth, the air, the land and the water are not an inheritance from
our fore fathers but on loan from our children.”
Mahatma Gandhi

Anita Dongre’s
fight for
sustainable
fashion

S

ometimes I wish I
could just give up design and focus on sustainability full-time,”
says the Mumbaibased designer during an interview. “Time is running
out. Climate change is
right at our doorstep
and we all have to do
something,” says
the 56-year-old,
whose clothes have
been worn by some
of the world’s most
high-profile women including Hillary Clinton,
Kate Middleton, Ivanka
Trump, Priyanka Chopra
Jonas, and Beyonce.

ronmentally-friendly design more than a
decade ago, few paid attention. Today, she
says, “I am glad it’s finally fashionable to
be green”. On the other hand, greenwashing remains a huge risk, she explains. “You
can’t take a sustainable fabric, cover it with
plastic sequins and still call it sustainable.”

I am glad it’s
finally fashionable to be green...
(but) You can’t take
a sustainable fabric,
cover it with plastic
sequins and still
call it
sustainable

Setting an example
Dongre is the only Indian designer to join
the Sustainable Apparel Coalition (SAC),
a global alliance of retailers, brands, suppliers, campaigners and labour groups that
provides members with the tools to measure the environmental impact of their activities. The SAC is a non-binding organisation, meaning members are largely responsible for their own efforts towards sustainability and transparency.
For her part, Dongre says she feels a
drive ‘to do more and more’ on the environmental front. At her factory, cafeteria
food waste is composted or used to make
biogas while the water utilised in clothing
production is recycled and pumped back
into the bathrooms.
Her lower-priced brands AND and globaldesi use fabrics such as sustainably-pro-
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Korean teens sue
government, demand
bigger emissions cuts
30 young activists in South Korea are suing the government,
claiming that parliament’s recent revision to the nation’s
climate-change law doesn’t go far enough to protect their future

With stores in India and New York, multiple clothing brands and a global celebrity following,
fashion designer Anita Dongre is a feminist powerhouse in a male-dominated industry.
But her true ambition is to create an environmentally sustainable company
duced tencel — a biodegradable fibre made
of wood pulp — while the slow fashion luxury label Grassroot showcases hand-woven, hand-embroidered designs created by
Indian artisans. Yet this commitment to
sustainability and to preserving dying crafts
comes with risks attached, as Dongre realises.

Against all odds
Turning a company with an annual turnover of $105 million into
a carbon-neutral enterprise is a
daunting proposition, but Dongre
has never been one to shy away from
challenges. Today, she says that of all
her accomplishments, she is proudest of her commitment that no woman
seeking work will ever be turned away
from the gates of the four-storey factory she runs. Besides producing five
clothing lines, hand-crafted fine jewelry and accessories, her foundation provides training and jobs to
more than 250 rural women, with
plans to cover 30 villages by 2025.
Feminist values have been at the
heart of her brand: her clothing
has always been size-inclusive,
going up to an XXL. She will need
to rely on that goodwill to convince cus-

The challenge

tomers to shop in a wholly different way
than they are used to: prioritising sustainability and slow fashion over instant gratification.

On the perils of greenwashing
On the one hand, Dongre’s task has never
been easier — when she spoke about envi-

“The biggest challenge is educating the consumer to support our efforts,” she says.
Moreover, it is hard to imagine how a huge
company that employs 2,700 people and
works with thousands of artisans can be
environmentally responsible without compromising on profits. It is a price she is willing to pay. “Companies cannot be driven
only by profits... this idea of making money in whatever way possible and then giving large sums to charity, it’s not sustainable. Why not make contribution to your
community a focus of your business to begin with?” AFP

STINKY DURIAN COMES TO THE RESCUE
Pungent, spiky durian — a fruit
banned in many public places
in Asia due to its foul smell —
has been used by scientists to
store electricity, and could
one day help power electric
vehicles and mobile phones
across the region

U

niversity of Sydney researchers took the non-edible waste from durian and
jackfruit — usually disposed of in landfill at a high cost —
to create environmentally friendly
and odour-free electricity storage for
fast charging. “We looked at durian
and jackfruit because about 70 per
cent of the fruit is not edible,” said
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Vincent Gomes, an associate professor at the university. “We thought
about using the template that nature
provides — a waste material with
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zero cost that is typically sent to landfill — and processed that into making this super-capacitor electrode,”
he said. Durian, described by some

as smelling like an open sewer or turpentine when ripe, is considered a
delicacy and is hugely popular across
many parts of Asia, where it is
known as the ‘king of fruits’.
The region, like other parts of the
world, is investing heavily in renewable energy projects in order to meet
its international climate pledges and
cut planet-warming emissions.
The researchers ground down the
durian waste, and in an inexpensive,
non-toxic and non-hazardous process
that included heating the substance
in water and freeze-drying it, they
were able to create energy stores for
fast electricity charging. Batteries
made from durian and jackfruit
would last longer and charge faster
than the lithium-ion batteries currently used to power mobile phones,
tablets and electric cars, said Gomes
REUTERS

LIVING ON THE WILD SIDE
PARROTS CAN GAMBLE: Researchers have
discovered that kea, a type of parrot from New
Zealand, predicts events based on previous
knowledge. Six keas were trained to associate
the colour black with a treat and orange with no
reward. They were shown two jars of mixed
tokens, one with more black than orange and
vice versa. Next a researcher pulled out a token
from each jar and hid it in their fist. The keas
consistently chose the hand which reached into
the jar with the most black tokens.

T

he students’ complaint to the Constitutional Court in Seoul argues
that their fundamental rights, including the right to live and a clean
environment, have been infringed by the nation’s climate-change law, which they say
fails to set specific targets to prevent global
temperatures from rising.
“We want drastic change,” said high
school senior Kim Yujin, who along with 29
other young activists is part of the team.
“We did what we could to make changes by
meeting government officials. It wasn’t
enough to make the political leaders implement better policies,” she said.

Teen activists say government
targets are flawed
South Korea’s Framework Act on Low Carbon, Green Growth, amended in December,
pledges to reduce annual nationwide greenhouse gas emissions to 536 million tons by
2030, a 24.4 per cent drop from 2017. The youth
group argues that this target is far below
what’s required to keep global warming below 2 degrees Celsius – the target endorsed
by almost 200 countries in the 2015 Paris
agreement.

Why these teens stand a chance
Anyone in Korea whose constitutional rights
have been violated by the government may
file a constitutional complaint, and the court
ruling is binding on all state agencies and
local governments.
“There are sufficient grounds for the
court to accept our complaint,” said Youn
Sejong, a lawyer who’s handling the case. If
the complaint succeeds, “there’ll be a binding force for the lawmakers to come up with
more specific targets.”
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THE SURVIVORS: A young orphaned
kangaroo licks her caregiver while a vet
checks her at the Southern Cross Wildlife
Care hospital near Braidwood, Australia. The
‘joey’ named Patty was rescued from her
mother’s pouch after they were hit by a car.
In many areas affected by wildfires, surviving
wildlife are now grazing closer to roads due
to the widespread habitat destruction.

TAKING OVER THE STREET: Carl Masinski tries to keep
turkeys away from his home on Staten Island, New York.
The way locals describe it, the New York borough is ground
zero for unwanted visitors who are proliferating so
abundantly that they turning into urban pests.
(ANDREW SENG/THE NEW YORK TIMES)
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Youn said the court is more likely to rule
that the complaint is “unconformable to the
constitution,” than unconstitutional, as that
would give the National Assembly time to
revise the law while having the current legislation remain in effect.
The students argue that, even if the current Korean target is met, global temperatures would rise by 3 degrees or more by the
mid-to-late 21st century, the group said. The
legislation has been amended twice since it
took effect in 2010, but the emission reduction targets have been revised down each
time.
The activism by the Korean teenagers
reflects the growing global youth environmental movement, championed by Greta
Thunberg and others, who are putting pressure on policymakers and corporations to
tackle climate change.
Youth climate groups from India to New
Zealand have sought to file lawsuits against
governments. Colombia’s Supreme Court
ruled in favour of young people in 2018 and
ordered authorities to make and carry out
action plans to address deforestation in the
Amazon. BLOOMBERG

Lego has vowed that
its iconic bricks will be
sustainable by 2030

WWW.WM.COM, A
COMPREHENSIVE WEBSITE
ON WASTE MANAGEMENT,
SAYS RECYCLING ONE TON
OF ALUMINUM HAS MANY
BENEFITS. IT SAVES:
14,000 kWh of energy;
39.6 barrels of oil;
237.6 million Btu's of energy;
10 cubic yards of landfill space
MORE WAYS TO RECYCLE
Www.eponline.com suggests
buying recycled paper and
print on both sides. When
using paper in the office,
print on both sides
HI,
of the sheet and
nce revolutionary, then a
I’M
GREENBOT!
recycle the paper
ubiquitous material, plaswhen you are
tic is increasingly being JOIN ME IN MY QUEST
shunned due to the lastfinished. By
ing harm its chemical components do TO REDUCE WASTE IN
recycling
one
to the planet. As a result, Lego has
DAILY LIFE
ton of paper, you
vowed that its iconic bricks will be 100
percent sustainable by 2030.
can save 17
With pieces that are virtually unbreaktrees,
able and reusable for generations, Lego — whose name
almost
is a contraction in Danish for ‘Leg Godt’ or ‘Play Well’
— has always had sustainability as a leitmotiv.
7,000 galNow, the company just has to adapt to environlons
of
mental and consumer demands.
water and
A study by the NPD market research group
showed that 47 percent of Christmas shoppers
more than
worldwide chose not to buy a toy due to susthree
cubic
tainability concerns.
yards of landfill
“Toy manufacturers are really
embracing this topic... There’s a lot
space.
of innovation in both packaging and
You
can also buy
material for toys,” Frederique Tutt,
rechargeable battera toy industry expert. Lego, based in
the western Danish town of Billund,
ies as it takes 1,000
has no plans to abandon plastic.
regular
batteries to
Rather, it aims to improve on the maequal the lifespan of
terials it uses. Currently, most of its
pieces are made of acrylonitrile-buone rechargeable battadiene-styrene (ABS), a petroleumtery.
based substance also used to make
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According to Kim Dohyun, a 16year-old member of Youth 4
Climate, the government is aware
of the challenges it will face in the
future, yet not taking action. The
activism by the Korean teenagers
reflects the growing global youth
environmental movement, championed by Greta Thunberg and others, who are putting pressure on
policymakers and corporations to
tackle climate change

household appliances. REUTERS
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